**System Installation**

**Installation Overview**

**Gauge Control Unit - Model BF200**

- 110VAC @ 1 amp
  - Instrument/Computer Power

**User Field Wiring**

- Tach
- Oscillation* On/Off
- Oscillation* Timing
- Knife (roll reset)

**Feedback Control (Optional)**

- Too Thick
- Too Thin

* or rotation

**Field I/O Adaptor**

- Mount within 24 inches of Gauge Control Unit

**Measurement Head**

- Slide with 24 inch throw

**Head Positioning System**

- Motor / encoder
  - Mount within 6 feet of the Head Positioning Motor

**User Computer**

- RS232 @ 9600 Baud
  - Windows 95/98
  - 32 M RAM

**System Cable Summary**

- CA.1 Measurement Head Cable
- CA.2 Head Position Control Cable
- CA.3 RS232 Serial Com.
- CA.4 Field I/O

**Printer**

- Minimum req: 330 MHz
  - Windows 95/98
  - 32 M RAM

**SolveTech**

System Installation Overview
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BF200 User Field Signal Requirements

1. Production Line Status On/Off - Contact Closure:
This status indicates to the measurement system that a roll is in progress. On a typical production line, a variety of signals are typically available which are indicative of the state. The contact should be closed when the line is “ON”.

2. Oscillation (rotation) On/Off:
During the start-up of the line, rotation or oscillation may be off. The system needs this status for proper polar plotting. Typically, the contact is closed when the oscillator (or rotator) is on.

3. Oscillation (rotation) Timing Signal - Contact Closure:
The system must compute the oscillation/rotation time interval to properly do the polar plot and Die Bolt Map. An example is shown below for a 6 minute oscillator. It does not matter if the contact is normally open or normally closed for a given direction.

4. End of Roll (contact closure)
A signal input is required to tell the measurement system when the end of roll has arrived. This is typically taken from the same circuit that fires the knife or a reset on a footage counter.

5. Tach Signal
An open collector or 0 to 5 volt pulse input is required from a tach or rotary pulse generator. The frequency of this signal should not exceed 2500 Hertz at maximum line speed.

Example - 360 degree Oscillating

Example - Rotating
The user supplies a contact closure once per rotation